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And what combination of economic, political,
and ideological variables best explain the
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motives that led the United States to seek
friends and allies in virtually every corner of the
planet?
From the Cold War to a New Era Jan 13 2021
First published in 1991 as THE TURN, this is the
gripping narrative of the passage of the United
States and the Soviet Union from the Cold War
to a new era. Now this widely praised book is
available in a new, updated paperback edition
that brings the narrative up to the dramatic
collapse of the Soviet Union. Replete with
historical personalities, as riveting as a spy
thriller, this is an enthralling record of history in
the making. 34 photos.
The Cold War Nov 03 2022 Bradley Lightbody
here examines the complex arguments which
divided East and West following the Second
World war, and analyzes its eight major phases
from the emergence of the Cold War through the
late 1980s.
Reviewing the Cold War Jul 31 2022 This
volume takes stock of where new materials from
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China, the former Soviet Union and Europe have
taken us in our understanding of what the Cold
War was about and how we should study it.
The Cold War May 05 2020 This guide exposes
the reality behind the war between capitalism
and communism, two ideologies divided by the
Iron Curtain. New revelations show that what
was once regarded as simply a struggle between
good and evil was in fact a far more complex
affair. Merrilyn Thomas peels back the layers of
deception and intrigue and offers a penetrating
assessment of the legacy of instability that
continues today.
Origins of the Cold War, 1941-1949 Sep 01
2022 The Cold War is one of the most important
and widely studied areas of history. Martin
McCauley's best-selling Seminar Study unravels
the complex issues which gave rise to the Cold
War and explains how it originated. This new
edition is revised, updated and expanded with
new material on areas such as the KGB and
spying, and the contribution of intelligence to
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Stalin's picture of the world. The new
introduction looks at our perceptions of the Cold
War, the various approaches that have been
adopted for reviewing the Cold War and the
difficulties of developing a theory of the Cold
War. The book incorporates the most recent
scholarship, theories and newly-released
information to provide students with an
invaluable introduction to the subject.
Britain, Germany and the Cold War Jul 27 2019
This well-researched book details the ambiguity
in British policy towards Europe in the Cold War
as it sought to pursue détente with the Soviet
Union whilst upholding its commitments to its
NATO allies. From the early 1950s, Britain
pursued a dual policy of strengthening the West
whilst seeking détente with the Soviet Union.
British statesmen realized that only through
compromise with Moscow over the German
question could the elusive East-West be
achieved. Against this, the West German hard
line towards the East (endorsed by the United
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States) was seen by the British as perpetuating
tension between the two blocs. This cast British
policy onto an insoluble dilemma, as it was
caught between its alliance obligations to the
West German state and its search for
compromise with the Soviet bloc. Charting
Britain's attempts to reconcile this contradiction,
this book argues that Britain successfully
adapted to the new realities and made hitherto
unknown contributions towards détente in the
early 1960s, whilst drawing towards Western
Europe and applying for membership of the EEC
in 1961. Drawing on unpublished US and UK
archives, Britain, Germany and the Cold War
casts new light on the Cold War, the history of
détente and the evolution of European
integration. This book will appeal to students of
Cold War history, British foreign policy, German
politics, and international history.
The Culture of the Cold War Nov 22 2021 The
author examines the culture of the United States
in the post- World War II era with its air raid
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drills, spy trials, anti-Communist activity, and TV
quiz show scandals.
A New History of the Cold War Aug 27 2019
First ed. published in 1961 under title: A history
of the cold war.
The Cold War Oct 02 2022 “Outstanding . . .
The most accessible distillation of that conflict
yet written.” —The Boston Globe “Energetically
written and lucid, it makes an ideal introduction
to the subject.” —The New York Times The
“dean of Cold War historians” (The New York
Times) now presents the definitive account of
the global confrontation that dominated the last
half of the twentieth century. Drawing on newly
opened archives and the reminiscences of the
major players, John Lewis Gaddis explains not
just what happened but why—from the months
in 1945 when the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. went
from alliance to antagonism to the barely
averted holocaust of the Cuban Missile Crisis to
the maneuvers of Nixon and Mao, Reagan and
Gorbachev. Brilliant, accessible, almost
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Shakespearean in its drama, The Cold War
stands as a triumphant summation of the era
that, more than any other, shaped our own.
Gaddis is also the author of On Grand Strategy.
The Cold War: Hot wars of the Cold War Sep 28
2019 This volume is a comprehensive collection
of critical essays on The Taming of the Shrew,
and includes extensive discussions of the play's
various printed versions and its theatrical
productions. Aspinall has included only those
essays that offer the most influential and
controversial arguments surrounding the play.
The issues discussed include gender, authority,
female autonomy and unruliness, courtship and
marriage, language and speech, and
performance and theatricality.
Origins of the Cold War Apr 15 2021 The Cold
War dominated the world political arena for
forty-five years. Focusing on the international
system and on events in all parts of the globe,
Melvyn P. Leffler and David S. Painter have
brought together a truly international collection
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of articles that provide a fresh and
comprehensive analysis of the origins of the Cold
War. Moving beyond earlier controversies, this
edited collection focuses on the interaction
between geopolitics and threat perception,
technology and strategy, ideology and social
reconstruction, national economic reform and
patterns of international trade, and
decolonization and national liberation. The
editors also consider how and why the Cold War
spread from Europe to Asia, Africa, the Middle
East and Latin America and how groups, classes
and elites used the Cold War to further their
own interests. This second edition includes the
newest research from the Communist side of the
Cold War and the most recent debates on
culture, race and the role of intelligence
analysis. Also included is a completely new
section dealing with the Cold War crises in Iran,
Turkey and Greece and a guide to further
reading.
The Fifty-year War Mar 15 2021 The first
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comprehensive history of the Cold War retraces
this protracted "World War III" as it was fought
in sterile strategic planning rooms and on the
battlefields of Third World proxy states, from the
Spanish Civil War to the fall of the Soviet Union
in 1991.
Cultures at War Jan 31 2020 "These innovative
essays compel us to reevaluate our
understanding of the Cold War as a
predominantly political and military event. Their
consideration of a broad range of cultural forms--from literature and film to glossy magazines
and body-building---reminds us that the Cold
War's influence on culture and its producers was
as varied and complex as the Southeast Asian
countries it touched. Lively and insightful, this
rich collection is a valuable contribution to both
Cold War studies and the modern histories of
Southeast Asia."---Richard A. Ruth, Ph.D.,
Department of History, U.S. Naval Academy; and
author of In Buddha's Company: Thai Soldiers in
the Vietnam War Cultures at War examines how
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the cultures of postcolonial Southeast Asia
responded to the Cold War. Based on fieldwork
throughout the diverse region, these essays
analyze the ways in which art, literature,
theater, film, physical fitness programs, and the
popular press reflected complex Southeast Asian
reactions to the ideological conflict between the
United States and the Soviet Union, and, to a
degree, China. Determined to remain
"nonaligned," artists synthesized traditional and
modern, local and international sources to
produce a vibrant constellation of work. For
each of the national cultures discussed here, any
Cold War tendency toward anxiety and
conformity was challenged by creative pluralism
and individual expression
The Origins of the Cold War, 1941-1949 Jun
05 2020 "The Origins of the Cold War, Third
Edition covers the formative years of the
extraordinary struggle between the two
superpowers, the Soviet Union and the United
States. In a clear and concise manner, Martin
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McCauley explains how the Cold War originated
and developed and unravels some of the complex
issues that gave rise to the Cold War."--BOOK
JACKET.
Turning Points in Ending the Cold War Jul 07
2020 Twenty years ago, as the United States and
the Soviet Union were sliding into yet another
round of dangerous confrontation, no one could
have imagined that only a decade later the cold
war would be over and that Russia and the West
would embark on an unprecedented course of
economic, political, and military cooperation.
How did it happen? The essays in this collection
offer illuminating insights into the key players-Ronald Reagan, Mikhail Gorbachev, Boris
Yeltsin, and others--and the monumental events
that led to the collapse of communism. The
expert contributors examine the end of dtente
and the beginning of the new phase of the cold
war in the early 1980s, when U.S.-Soviet
relations seemed to hit a new low. They detail
Reagan's radical new strategies aimed at
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changing Soviet behavior. And they analyze the
essence and origins of Mikhail Gorbachev's "new
political thinking"--his realization that the cold
war was not in Russia's interest and could not
end unless his country changed itself-and its
critical role in the ultimate transformation of the
Soviet Union. In addition the authors describe
the peaceful democratic revolutions in Poland
and Hungary, the events that brought about the
reunification of Germany, the role of events in
Third World countries, the critical contributions
of Yeltsin, and more.
The Twilight Struggle Sep 08 2020 A leading
historian’s guide to great-power competition, as
told through America’s successes and failures in
the Cold War “If you want to know how America
can win today's rivalries with Russia and China,
read this book about how it triumphed in
another twilight struggle: the Cold War.”—
Stephen J. Hadley, national security adviser to
President George W. Bush The United States is
entering an era of great-power competition with
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China and Russia. Such global struggles happen
in a geopolitical twilight, between the sunshine
of peace and the darkness of war. In this
innovative and illuminating book, Hal Brands, a
leading historian and former Pentagon adviser,
argues that America should look to the history of
the Cold War for lessons in how to succeed in
great-power rivalry today. Although the threat
posed by authoritarian powers is growing,
America’s muscle memory for dealing with
dangerous foes has atrophied in the thirty years
since the Cold War ended. In long-term
competitions where the diplomatic jockeying is
intense and the threat of violence is
omnipresent, the United States will need all the
historical insight it can get. Exploring how
America won a previous twilight struggle is the
starting point for determining how America can
successfully prosecute another high-stakes
rivalry today.
Proclaiming the Truman Doctrine Nov 30
2019 In this work, Denise M. Bostdorff considers
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President Truman’s address to a joint session of
Congress on March 12, 1947. She focuses on the
public and private language that influenced
administration perceptions about the
precipitating events in Greece and Turkey and
explores the news management campaign that
set the stage for Truman’s speech. Bostdorff
even examines how the president’s health may
have influenced his policy decision and how it
affected his delivery of the address and
campaign for congressional approval. After a
rhetorical analysis of the Truman Doctrine
speech, the book ends with Bostdorff’s
conclusions on its short- and long-term impact.
She identifies themes announced by Truman that
resound in U.S. foreign policy down to the
present day, when George W. Bush has
compared his policies in the war on terror to
those of Truman and members of his
administration have compared Bush to Truman.
This important work is a major contribution to
scholarship on the presidency, political science,
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and public rhetoric.
The Cold War Jul 19 2021 In today's worlds of
drones, military strikes, and weapons of mass
destruction, it's difficult to imagine a nonviolent
war of constant hostility between world super
powers. Readers will be intrigued by this conflict
known as the Cold War. They will learn that it
was a geopolitical, ideological, and economic
struggle between two world superpowers, the
USA and the USSR, starting in 1947 and ending
in 1991.
The Cold War Oct 10 2020 This collection brings
together the most influential and commonlystudied articles on the Cold War. Together with
an introduction and concise headnotes, this book
provides students with easy access to seminal
work and an analytical framework with which to
approach their studies.
The Cold War Nov 10 2020
America's Half-Century Aug 08 2020 Revised
andupdated through 1993, it describes how the
end of the Cold War affected the United States's
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global role as well as suggesting what
possibilities lie ahead for a restructured worldsystem.
The Cambridge History of the Cold War Aug
20 2021 This volume examines the origins and
early years of the Cold War in the first
comprehensive historical reexamination of the
period. A team of leading scholars shows how
the conflict evolved from the geopolitical,
ideological, economic and sociopolitical
environments of the two world wars and
interwar period.
The Cold War: The United States and the Soviet
Union, 1917-1991 Jan 01 2020 For half of the
twentieth century, the Cold War gripped the
world. International relations everywhere--and
domestic policy in scores of nations--pivoted
around this central point, the American-Soviet
rivalry. Even today, much of the world's
diplomacy grapples with chaos created by the
Cold War's sudden disappearance. Here indeed
is a subject that defies easy understanding. Now
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comes a definitive account, a startlingly fresh,
clear eyed, comprehensive history of our
century's longest struggle. In The Cold War,
Ronald E. Powaski offers a new perspective on
the great rivalry, even as he provides a coherent,
concise narrative. He wastes no time in
challenging the reader to think of the Cold War
in new ways, arguing that the roots of the
conflict are centuries old, going back to Czarist
Russia and to the very infancy of the American
nation. He shows that both Russia and America
were expansionist nations with messianic
complexes, and the people of both nations
believed they possessed a unique mission in
history. Except for a brief interval in 1917,
Americans perceived the Russian government
(whether Czarist or Bolshevik) as despotic;
Russians saw the United States as conspiring to
prevent it from reaching its place in the sun.
U.S. military intervention in Russia's civil war,
with the aim of overthrowing Lenin's upstart
regime, entrenched Moscow's fears. Soviet
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American relations, difficult before World War
II--when both nations were relatively weak
militarily and isolated from world affairs-escalated dramatically after both nations
emerged as the world's major military powers.
Powaski paints a portrait of the spiraling
tensions with stark clarity, as each new
development added to the rivalry: the Marshall
Plan, the communist coup in Czechoslovakia, the
Berlin blockade, the formation of NATO, the first
Soviet nuclear test. In this atmosphere, Truman
found it easy to believe that the Communist
victory in China and the Korean War were
products of Soviet expansionism. He and his
successors extended their own web of mutual
defense treaties, covert actions, and military
interventions across the globe--from the
Caribbean to the Middle East and, finally to
Southeast Asia, where containment famously
foundered in the bog of Vietnam. Powaski
skillfully highlights the domestic politics,
diplomatic maneuvers, and even psychological
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factors as he untangles the knot that bound the
two superpowers together in conflict. From the
nuclear arms race, to the impact of U.S.
recognition of China on detente, to Brezhnev's
inflexible persistence in competing with America
everywhere, he casts new light on familiar
topics. Always judicious in his assessments,
Powaski gives due credit to Reagan and
especially Bush in facilitating the Soviet
collapse, but also notes that internal economic
failure, not outside pressure, proved decisive in
the Communist failure. Perhaps most important,
he offers a clear eyed assessment of the lasting
distortions the struggle wrought upon American
institutions, raising questions about whether
anyone really won the Cold War. With clarity,
fairness, and insight, he offers the definitive
account of our century's longest international
rivalry.
Understanding the Cold War Apr 03 2020
The Cold War Jan 25 2022 The Cold War is one
of the furthest-reaching and longest-lasting
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conflicts in modern history. It spanned the globe
- from Greece to China, Hungary to Cuba - and
lasted for almost half a century. It has shaped
political relations to this day, drawing new
physical and ideological boundaries between
East and West. In this meticulously researched
account, Bridget Kendall explores the Cold War
through the eyes of those who experienced it
first-hand. Alongside in-depth analysis that
explains the historical and political context, the
book draws on exclusive interviews with
individuals who lived through the conflict's key
events, offering a variety of perspectives that
reveal how the Cold War was experienced by
ordinary people. From pilots making food drops
during the Berlin Blockade and Japanese
fishermen affected by H-bomb testing to families
fleeing the Korean War and children whose
parents were victims of McCarthy's Red Scare,
The Cold War covers the full geographical and
historical reach of the conflict. Accompanying a
landmark BBC Radio 4 series, The Cold War:
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Stories from the Big Freeze is essential reading
for anyone seeking to understand how the
tensions of the last century have shaped the
modern world, and what it was like to live
through them.
Mao's China and the Cold War Jun 17 2021 This
comprehensive study of China's Cold War
experience reveals the crucial role Beijing
played in shaping the orientation of the global
Cold War and the confrontation between the
United States and the Soviet Union. The success
of China's Communist rev
The Columbia Guide to the Cold War Sep 20
2021 Details the key events and issues in the
history of the Cold War, and includes a
dictionary of terms, institutions, and people; a
condensed chronology; and an annotated
resource section.
East Plays West Dec 24 2021 This is a
collection of essays on the symbolic role of sport
in the delicate interplay of the superpowers
during the Cold War, showing how sport and
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politics became inextricably intertwined.
Stalin and the Cold War in Europe Feb 23
2022 This intriguing book, based on recently
accessible Soviet primary sources, is the first to
explain the emergence of the Cold War and its
development in Stalin's lifetime from the
perspective of Soviet policy-making. It pays
particular attention to the often-neglected
"societal" dimension of Soviet foreign policy as a
crucial element of the genesis and development
of the Cold War. Gerhard Wettig provides
readers with new insights into Stalin's
willingness to initiate crisis with the West while
still avoiding military conflict.
A Brief History of the Cold War Feb 11 2021 The
Cold War was a crucial conflict in American
history. At stake was whether the world would
be dominated by the forces of totalitarianism led
by the Soviet Union, or inspired by the principles
of economic and political freedom embodied in
the United States. The Cold War established
America as the leader of the free world and a
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global superpower. It shaped U.S. military
strategy, economic policy, and domestic politics
for nearly 50 years. In A Brief History of the
Cold War, distinguished scholars Lee Edwards
and Elizabeth Edwards Spalding recount the
pivotal events of this protracted struggle and
explain the strategies that eventually led to
victory for freedom. They analyze the
development and implementation of
containment, détente, and finally President
Reagan's philosophy: "they lose, we win." The
Cold War teaches important lessons about
statecraft and America's indispensable role in
the world.
Running Time Jun 25 2019
How the Cold War Began Oct 29 2019 On
September 5, 1945, cipher clerk Igor Gouzenko
severed ties with the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa,
reporting to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
allegations of extensive Soviet espionage in
North America, providing stolen documents
detailing Soviet intelligence matters to back his
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claims. This action sent shockwaves through
Washington, London, Moscow, and Ottawa,
changing the course of the twentieth century.
Using recently declassified FBI and Canadian
RCMP files on the Gouzenko case, author and
Cold War scholar Amy Knight sheds new light on
the FBI's efforts to incriminate Alger Hiss and
Harry Dexter White in order to discredit the
Truman Administration. FBI chief J. Edgar
Hoover seized upon Gouzenko's defection as a
means through which to demonize the Soviets,
distorting statements made by Gouzenko to stir
up "spy fever" in the U.S., setting the McCarthy
era into motion. Through the FBI files and
interviews with several key players, Knight
delves into Gouzenko's reasons for defecting and
brilliantly connects these events to the strained
relations between the Soviet Union and the
West, marking the beginning of the Cold War.
The Cold War Jun 29 2022 Surveys the military
and diplomatic history of the long Cold War,
from 1917 to the present.
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The Cold War May 29 2022 The definitive
history of the Cold War and its impact around
the world We tend to think of the Cold War as a
bounded conflict: a clash of two superpowers,
the United States and the Soviet Union, born out
of the ashes of World War II and coming to a
dramatic end with the collapse of the Soviet
Union. But in this major new work, Bancroft
Prize-winning scholar Odd Arne Westad argues
that the Cold War must be understood as a
global ideological confrontation, with early roots
in the Industrial Revolution and ongoing
repercussions around the world. In The Cold
War, Westad offers a new perspective on a
century when great power rivalry and
ideological battle transformed every corner of
our globe. From Soweto to Hollywood, Hanoi,
and Hamburg, young men and women felt they
were fighting for the future of the world. The
Cold War may have begun on the perimeters of
Europe, but it had its deepest reverberations in
Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, where nearly
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every community had to choose sides. And these
choices continue to define economies and
regimes across the world. Today, many regions
are plagued with environmental threats, social
divides, and ethnic conflicts that stem from this
era. Its ideologies influence China, Russia, and
the United States; Iraq and Afghanistan have
been destroyed by the faith in purely military
solutions that emerged from the Cold War.
Stunning in its breadth and revelatory in its
perspective, this book expands our
understanding of the Cold War both
geographically and chronologically, and offers
an engaging new history of how today's world
was created.
Southeast Asia and the Cold War Dec 12 2020
The origins and the key defining moments of the
Cold War in Southeast Asia have been widely
debated. This book focuses on an area that has
received less attention, the impact and legacy of
the Cold War on the various countries in the
region, as well as on the region itself. The book
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contributes to the historiography of the Cold
War in Southeast Asia by examining not only
how the conflict shaped the milieu in which
national and regional change unfolded but also
how the context influenced the course and tenor
of the Cold War in the region. It goes on to look
at the usefulness or limitations of using the Cold
War as an interpretative framework for
understanding change in Southeast Asia.
Chapters discuss how the Cold War had a varied
but notable impact on the countries in Southeast
Asia, not only on the mainland countries
belonging to what the British Foreign Office
called the "upper arc", but also on those situated
on its maritime "lower arc". The book is an
important contribution to the fields of Asian
Studies and International Relations.
Statecraft and Security Mar 27 2022 In this book
a group of influential and distinguished scholars
analyse some of the key questions in
contemporary international relations. The book
is in three parts. In the first, the lessons and
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legacies of Cold War are examined, including
debates about its rise and fall, and the
implications of the superpower nuclear
confrontation. Part II asks questions about
powers and politics in the post-Cold War world:
the USA's potential as a world leader, Russia's
troubled future, Japan's potential power, the
China syndrome, and Africa's problems. The
final part looks further into the future,
discussing international organisation, life
politics, and the potentialities for human society
under the conditions of globalisation. The book
shows how different countries and different
groups of countries are confronting urgent
issues of statecraft in a period of radical global
transformation.
Freedom's Laboratory Mar 03 2020 Closing in
the present day with a discussion of the 2017
March for Science and the prospects for science
and science diplomacy in the Trump era, the
book demonstrates the continued hold of Cold
War thinking on ideas about science and politics
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in the United States.
The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War Apr
27 2022 The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War
offers a broad reassessment of the period war
based on new conceptual frameworks developed
in the field of international history. Nearing the
25th anniversary of its end, the cold war now
emerges as a distinct period in twentiethcentury history, yet one which should be
evaluated within the broader context of global
political, economic, social, and cultural
developments. The editors have brought
together leading scholars in cold war history to
offer a new assessment of the state of the field
and identify fundamental questions for future
research. The individual chapters in this volume
evaluate both the extent and the limits of the
cold war's reach in world history. They call into
question orthodox ways of ordering the
chronology of the cold war and also present new
insights into the global dimension of the conflict.
Even though each essay offers a unique
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perspective, together they show the
interconnectedness between cold war and
national and transnational developments,
including long-standing conflicts that preceded
the cold war and persisted after its end, or
global transformations in areas such as human
rights or economic and cultural globalization.
Because of its broad mandate, the volume is
structured not along conventional chronological
lines, but thematically, offering essays on
conceptual frameworks, regional perspectives,
cold war instruments and cold war challenges.
The result is a rich and diverse accounting of the
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ways in which the cold war should be positioned
within the broader context of world history.
The Cold War as History Oct 22 2021 Den kolde
krig er betegnelsen på den sikkerhedspolitiske
tilstand imellem Sovjetunionen samt den Nord
Amerikanske alliance. Den kolde krig startede i
1945 og var karakteriseret af eksistensen af
atomvåben på amerikansk side, siden på
sovjetisk side. Perioden var også kendetegnet
ved, at der ikke var en tredje magt, som havde
en tilstrækkelig militær styrke til at balancere
de to blokke. Berlin-krisen i 1948 samt Cubakrisen i 1962 er behandlet.
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